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Session 2
DES Basics and DES Examples
Ernesto Gutierrez-Miravete
Spring 2002
1 Discrete Event Simulation Models
Discrete event simulation uses a model of a real system as a representation of that system.
The model is then executed and the results it produces are examined using statistical methods. DES models are dynamic, stochastic and are based on the tracking of particular
events which take place at discrete points in time during the simulation. Models are dynamic because we are interested in the time evolution of the system under study. They
are stochastic because input parameters, decision variables and activities are random variables. The discrete changes of system state induced by the discrete events are a key dening
characteristic of DES models.
2 Simulating Random Processes
The behavior of real systems is aften stochastic. The randomness is the result of uncertainties
involved in the various components of the system. DES models are capable of mimicing the
random characteristics of the system's components. Random behavior is simulated in DES
models by means of random number generation methods. Uniformly distributed random
numbers are transformed into random variates with specied distribution functions which
are in turn used to produce realistic representations of actual system variables.
Keys to successful representation of random phenomena are:
Reliable and ecient random number generation algorithms.
Transformation relationships to convert uniformly distributed random numbers into
random variates with desired distributions.
1
3 Discrete Event Simulation Scheme
DES models operate on the notion of a process-oriented worldview. According to this
view, entities from the outside world approach the system under study, make a request to it,
receive some kind of response to their request and eventually leave the system and go away.
Many real-life systems are well represented by this picture. Some examples include:
Telephone calls into a telephone exchange.
Customers seeking any kind of service.
Access requests to a server from a remote workstation.
The production sequence of a certain widget in a job shop.
Applications submitted for review.
The sequence of operations leading to a new design.
Events in DES can be either scheduled or conditional. A scheduled event is programmed
in advance while the occurrence of a conditional event is dependent on some condition being
met elsewhere in the system. In either case, events take place at discrete points in time. The
time separation between events denes simulated time. Once all scheduled and conditional
events existing at a given time are processed, a record is made of the resulting change of
state of the systems and the simulation clock is shifted to the time of occurrence of the next
most inminent event. Therefore, the sequence of operation of DES models involves:
Determination of time of initial event(s).
Clock shift to the next event time.
Processing of the event(s) if not a terminal event.
Complete the process created by the event(s) (including both scheduled and conditional
events)
Update system state statistics.
4 A Simple DES Model of a Queueing System
Consider a very simple model consisting of the arrival of identical entities into a queue where
they line up waiting for the service of a server. Assume that while the server performs the
requested service always in the same amount of time ts (deterministic service time) the
arrival rate of entities into the system is a random variate (i.e. the interarrival times or
2
time between two contiguous arrivals a , are described probabilistically and are given by
the values of a random variable with a specied probability distribution. Finally, assume
that the system does not fail, the queue is initially empty and served according to a rst
in-rst out (FIFO) discipline.
The two key events in the above model are the arrival event and the service completion event. State variables of interest here could be the average number of entitites in the
queue and the total number of entities processed by the system.
The occurrence of an arrival event is dened by the given probability distribution. If
an arrival takes place and the server is idle, the entity begins receiving service, the server
becomes busy, a service completion event is scheduled and the clock shifted to the time of
completion of the service event. Furthermore, once an arrival event takes place, the next
arrival event is scheduled. While this is happening a log is kept of all the changes in the
state of the system
Exercise 1 Example in Sec. 3.5, pp. 58- in SUP.
Exercise 2 Example 2.1, pp. 30- in DESS.
5 DES with ProModel
Discrete event simulation was originally performed by writing programs in specialized high
level languages which provided great exibility. Later on, specialized simulators appeared.
They were less exible but were very easy to use. Modern software is steadily moving in the
direction of high exibility concurrent with ease of use.
DES using modern simulation software involves of the following components:
Data (input and output).
Interfaces (for model building, simulation viewing and output processing).
Processors (to translate input data, to perform the simulation and drive the animation
and to summarize the data collected during the simulation).
There are several DES programs available. They all have more or less the same capabilities and functionality. In this class we will use the ProModel system to illustrate the
concepts of DES.
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